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bard talk, bar talk, baby talk, B talk, preparing the minds of the little 
negro steelworkers for meditation. Come on, get to this hard, serial 
information, this brutally beautiful medley of carceral intrication, this 
patterning of holds and what is held in the holds’ phonic vicinity. That 
spiraling Mackey speaks of suffers brokenness and crumpling, the 
imposition of irrationally rationalized angles, compartments bearing 
nothing but breath and battery in hunted, haunted, ungendered in-
timacy. Is there a kind of propulsion, through compulsion, against 
the mastery of one’s own speed, that ruptures both recursion and ad-
vance? What is the sound of this patterning? What does such apposi-
tion look like? What remains of eccentricity after the relay between 
loss and restoration has its say or song? In the absence of amenity, in 
exhaustion, there’s a society of friends where everything can fold in 
dance to black, in being held and flown, in what was never silence. 
Can’t you hear them whisper one another’s touch?

HAPTICALITY, OR LOVE

Never being on the right side of the Atlantic is an unsettled feeling, 
the feeling of a thing that unsettles with others. It’s a feeling, if you 
ride with it, that produces a certain distance from the settled, from 
those who determine themselves in space and time, who locate them-
selves in a determined history. To have been shipped is to have been 
moved by others, with others. It is to feel at home with the home-
less, at ease with the fugitive, at peace with the pursued, at rest with 
the ones who consent not to be one. Outlawed, interdicted, intimate 
things of the hold, containerized contagion, logistics externalises log-
ic itself to reach you, but this is not enough to get at the social logics, 
the social poesis, running through logisticality.

Because while certain abilities – to connect, to translate, to adapt, 
to travel – were forged in the experiment of hold, they were not the 
point. As David Rudder sings, “how we vote is not how we party.” The 
hold’s terrible gift was to gather dispossessed feelings in common, to 
create a new feel in the undercommons. Previously, this kind of feel 
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was only an exception, an aberration, a shaman, a witch, a seer, a poet 
amongst others, who felt through others, through other things. Previ-
ously, except in these instances, feeling was mine or it was ours. But in 
the hold, in the undercommons of a new feel, another kind of feeling 
became common. This form of feeling was not collective, not given to 
decision, not adhering or reattaching to settlement, nation, state, ter-
ritory or historical story; nor was it repossessed by the group, which 
could not now feel as one, reunified in time and space. No, when 
Black Shadow sings “are you feelin’ the feelin?’’ he is asking about 
something else. He is asking about a way of feeling through others, a 
feel for feeling others feeling you. This is modernity’s insurgent feel, 
its inherited caress, its skin talk, tongue touch, breath speech, hand 
laugh. This is the feel that no individual can stand, and no state abide. 
This is the feel we might call hapticality.

Hapticality, the touch of the undercommons, the interiority of senti-
ment, the feel that what is to come is here. Hapticality, the capacity 
to feel though others, for others to feel through you, for you to feel 
them feeling you, this feel of the shipped is not regulated, at least 
not successfully, by a state, a religion, a people, an empire, a piece of 
land, a totem. Or perhaps we could say these are now recomposed in 
the wake of the shipped. To feel others is unmediated, immediately 
social, amongst us, our thing, and even when we recompose religion, 
it comes from us, and even when we recompose race, we do it as 
race women and men. Refused these things, we first refuse them, in 
the contained, amongst the contained, lying together in the ship, the 
boxcar, the prison, the hostel. Skin, against epidermalisation, senses 
touching. Thrown together touching each other we were denied all 
sentiment, denied all the things that were supposed to produce senti-
ment, family, nation, language, religion, place, home. Though forced 
to touch and be touched, to sense and be sensed in that space of no 
space, though refused sentiment, history and home, we feel (for) each 
other. 

A feel, a sentiment with its own interiority, there on skin, soul no 
longer inside but there for all to hear, for all to move. Soul music 
is a medium of this interiority on the skin, its regret the lament for 
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broken hapticality, its self-regulatory powers the invitation to build 
sentimentality together again, feeling each other again, how we party. 
This is our hapticality, our love. This is love for the shipped, love as 
the shipped.

There’s a touch, a feel you want more of, which releases you. The clos-
est Marx ever got to the general antagonism was when he said “from 
each according to his ability, to each according to his need” but we 
have read this as the possession of ability and the possession of need. 
What if we thought of the experiment of the hold as the absolute 
fluidity, the informality, of this condition of need and ability? What 
if ability and need were in constant play and we found someone who 
dispossessed us so that this movement was our inheritance. Your love 
makes me strong, your love makes me weak. What if “the between 
the two,” the lost desire, the articulation, was this rhythm, this inher-
ited experiment of the shipped in the churning waters of flesh and 
expression that could grasp by letting go ability and need in constant 
recombination. If he moves me, sends me, sets me adrift in this way, 
amongst us in the undercommons. So long as she does this, she does 
not have to be.

Who knows where Marx got this inheritance of the hold, from Ar-
istotle denying his slave world or Kant talking to sailors or Hegel’s 
weird auto-eroticism or just being ugly and dark and fugitive. Like 
Zimmy says, precious angel, you know both our forefathers were 
slaves, which is not something to be ironic about. This feel is the hold 
that lets go (let’s go) again and again to dispossess us of ability, fill us 
with need, give us ability to fill need, this feel. We hear the godfather 
and the old mole calling us to become, in whatever years we have, 
philosophers of the feel.

Love,  
S/F


